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David Irwing/Albert Smith Irish police Investigation  REF:GSOC 630170-03-15

According to press and internet sources Author David Irwing recieved a three year sentence for anti-
semitic offences.Albert Smith Irish Independent journalist can be found upon David Irwings disturbed
Reichsmarschall web site promoting "banned" fascistic publications where such items can be
purchased.In his own words Smith callously and insensitively introduces Irwings "Goring Diaries" with
the most medically inept and horrific of introductions."gorings biography is unlikely to raise hackles".

Other disturbing promotional statements that appear upon this site include "this book is a goldmine
for aficionados of nazi germany".Infact the entire site is a promotional site of fascism and the very
collection of books written upon the subject by Irwing that he recieved a prison sentence for
producing,later described by Smith smugly as his "Scholarship".

Smith apparently appears upon this site courtesy of the Irish Independent and more bizarrely under
authorization of Smith himself(otherwise presumably some form of court proceedings would be
pending against this journalist and this site itself).Smith carries on with his description of Irwings
collection with the promotional sell of "provokes controversy" a statement upon a far right wing site
like this can only be seen to be promoting a form of endorsement as the type of person(s) who
purchase "banned" books from this site are obviuosly of a certain fascistic persuassion that will
obviuosly "read" into such propagated lineage with a sick interest (anything that provokes
controversy in the minds of potential buyers is more likely than not to be a selling point.)

From an anti-fascist perspective Smith is obviously demonstrating his real motives and complete
understanding as to the need and necessity for the purpose of,promotion of and the production of
these "banned" books from the twisted minds of the higher order..As well as the long term damaging
effect of particularly emphasizing  the conflicting controversy created by these sick items Smith can
not in any way at all claim his innocence to the content of such "banned" books and there thousand
and one misuses,as he is very much aware that David Irwing cant be expected to be seen in literacy
circles as some sort of lone wolf,Irwing has become an icon to fascists around the world since being
sentenced and is part of a larger "sinister" network of self confessed fascists that continually
produce propoganda that is seen as an essential part of modern day fascist parties and
organizations that globally are monitored and watched by organizations within and connected to the
United nations and Mossad(the Israel intelligence Service).

To consent to write such a review and to consent to allow it to help sell such vile propoganda on the
understanding that it is blatantaly anti-semitic is unforgivable,and beyond negligence and complete
dereliction of duty of any alleged normal national union journalist or alleged normall human being,his
own reserved judgement upon the contents of these books describe as Irwings "Scholarship" sells
like a self proclaimed authority upon such matters and is an obvious stumbling block attributed to
his guilt,because without production of his wriiten review Irving himself would not be able  to
promote and profit  from the sale of his books from this site,the final nail in the coffin arises from the
journalist self explanatory confession "one cannot fail to be impressed by the painstaking
thoroughness of Irwings scholarship".This statement makes you ponder on whether Smiths
idiosyncratic delusions are shining through in his own foerseen projected propoganda as a closet
admirer,further evidence to summise that the coffin lid has finally closed upon Albert Smith in
describing Irwings latest book as a "good offering"

 Vikram Seth United nations worker Dublin. 
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